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Publication: Morgen 
Date: 20 February 2008 
Journalist: Melanie De Vrieze 
 
Title: ‘You Should Never Disappoint the Consumer’ 
Interview with Kevin Roberts, worldwide CEO of Saatchi & Saatchi on the power of strong 
brands: 
 
‘Lovemarks’ help companies survive the crisis, according to Kevin Roberts.  The emotional involvement 
of the consumer with the brand creates unconditional loyalty. “Consumers are looking for more than 
good quality at sharp prices. They want to feel a connection to the brand”. 
 
Kevin Roberts still speaks passionately about Lovemarks, the concept he invented 7 years ago. 
Lovemarks are brands that score high in the areas of Love and Respect. Aside from quality, trust and 
reputation, Mystery, Sensuality and Intimacy are equally important characteristics of Lovemarks. 
 
“Lovemarks are not property of marketers or companies but are created by the consumer.” 
 
Last year, Kevin Roberts’ second book was published. The Lovemarks Effect: Winning in Consumer 
Revolution. This time he let the content be written by famous CEO’s and marketers of Benneton, Diesel, 
Ben & Jerry’s, Fast Company and Procter & Gamble, who give their opinion on the concept. 
 
“I do not always agree with them, but I wanted to give them a platform” says Kevin Roberts. 
 
M: 7 years ago you launched the concept Lovemarks. “Love is the new black” is what you said 
back then. Where does that trend come from? 
 
KR: A double phenomena. Most products offer price, quality and value. The quality of the products is 
there, but people are looking for more, they want emotional involvement with the brand. 
 
Secondly: the world around us has changed. Especially in these uncertain times, people feel vulnerable 
and want to be loved.  They want to be loved and give love. 
 
M: Saatchi is often criticized for feeling very strongly about Lovemarks but having never actually 
created one.  What exactly is your role as an advertising agency? 
 
KR: A Lovemark is property of the people of who love it, not of the companies or marketers. Companies 
create increasingly more complexity while the consumers wants simplicity, fast and now. Saatchi tries to 
simplify things and link the consumer to the brand through ideas. 
 
M: Some brands or companies will never be able to be a Lovemark. Does that mean they don’t 
come to Saatchi? 
 
KR: It is important for us that a brand is authentic, real and personal.  Love is in the eye of the beholder. 
 
M: Being a Lovemark is one thing, but how do you stay a Lovemark?  
 
Much harder. You have to work on your relationship with the consumer every day and be able to forgive, 
move on. You should never disappoint the consumer. You shouldn’t give them what they want but what 
they never thought was possible. You have to keep surprising. 
 
M: You started working for Saatchi 11 years ago.  What have been the biggest changes for you? 
 
KR: Ideas still make the difference. I notice that creativity is more driven by consumer insights than 
before.  11 years ago the strategy came from the brand, now it comes from the consumer. 
 
Media have changed. Before we had television and print on top. Now we live in a ‘screen age.’ Screens 
of mobile phones, computers, televisions are all connected in the mind of the consumer. Many 
companies forget that 80% of the purchase decision happens in the stores. They have to seduce the 
consumer to change from being a ‘shopper’ to a ‘buyer.’ 
 
M: Saatchi is hit by the crisis as well. How does Saatchi deal with it? 
 
KR: We motivate clients to chase market shares in times of crisis. Besides from that we keep creating 
Lovemarks, not brands. The more information a consumer gets, the more they will compare, the more 
their choice will be emotional. We are an ideas company, we will keep hiring creative talent. 
 



M: Budgets of clients are getting smaller, how does Saatchi react to that? 
 
KR: We have to get more customers. I like small budgets, because it stimulates creativity; With big 
budgets you become sloppy and lazy. You can just hire Brad Pitt. With a small budget you’d better have 
a fucking good idea and make it work. 




